Bilateral Wyburn-Mason Syndrome Presenting with Macular Edema

Abstract
The Wyburn-Mason or Bonnet-Dechaume-Blanc syndrome is a sporadic illness which is a type of phakomatosis, usually present as unilateral arteriovenous malformations (AVM), for the first defined by Magnus in 1874 as retinal AVM later in 1932 another description gave by Yates and Payne; as an AVMs of the retina and cerebral vasculature, while in 1937 Bonnet, Dechaume and Blanc defined as AVM involving facial, retinal and brain blood vessels, then in 1943 all literature revised by Wyburn-Mason to put together to his case reports, therefore, the name of Bonnet-Dechaume-Blanc syndrome given in France, but in English articles entitled as Wyburn-Mason syndrome. At that time, due to a deficiency in diagnostic imaging techniques, all the diagnosis were performed by clinical findings, operation, or autopsy.

Usually, it is a unilateral disorder comprising of three distinct components: orbit, brain (ipsilateral to the retina) and face, in the face; the sensory region of the trigeminal nerve distribution involved, that takes the shape of naevi which might be wholly formed and illness, is complete, or the naevi might be faint or absent, the latter regarded as an incomplete disease but rarely a bilateral involvement encountered with an asymmetrical grade of malformation. The pathology starts in the early embryonic period, and if vascular dysgenesis encountered can lead to a wide range of neurocutaneous vascular defects in the cerebrum or ocular or both. When the disorder reaches the last stage, the AVM can compress the optic nerve causing impaired perfusion, ischemia eventually optic atrophy. Another explanation for visual loss is glaucoma as a result of elevated vascular pressure, neovascularization resulting from ischemia, which might lead to vitreous hemorrhage(5). Archer et al. staged the disease into three groups:

Group 1 (AVM cannot be detected clinically).

Group 2 (Clinically seen as edema and hemorrhage due to direct AVM, i.e., no capillary network between them).

Group 3 (Clinically, it is impossible to distinguish arteries from veins due to severely dilated blood vessels all over retina).

We present a 41-year-old male presented with a gradual decrease in his visual acuity in both eyes.
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Clinical Presentation
A 41-year-old male patient complained of a gradual visual impairment in both eyes over the past six months. A review of systems was normal. No family records of any disease. Non-smoker and non-alcoholic. His visual acuity was 6/12 for the right eye.
Pupils were round, regular, reaction, and central with normal intraocular pressure in both eyes. No exophthalmos and no bruit were present. Dilated fundus examination of both eyes revealed bilateral dilated and tortuous vessels with AVM arising from the optic nerve (O.N.), the tortuosity fading gradually as going to (OD) and 6/18 for the left eye (OS), not corrected with glasses.
the temporal regions with the presence of macular edema, fine multiple hard exudates, Figure 1a & Figure 1b. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) of the retina showed an AVM on the disc with intraretinal cysts and hyperreflective lesions in the inner retinal layers of the perifoveal and peripapillary regions suggestive hard exudates of dilated vessels in both the eyes, Figure 2a and Figure 2b. The optical coherence tomography (OCTA) of the optic nerve showed AVM, Figure 3a and Figure 3b. We diagnosed the case as incomplete Wyburn mason syndrome [1-8].

Due to allergy to fluorescein dye, we were unable to do Fluorescein fundus angiography and CT-angiography scan of the brain, but we send him for medical consultation, they excluded the presence of hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and hypercoagulability status.

Discussion

The Wyburn-Mason syndrome is due to a fault in the primitive embryological structure known as mesoderm; this derivative forms the vascular structures, therefore, a defect can give rise to vascular malformations, it is usually unilateral, bilateral involvement is very rare [3]. In this report, our patient has a bilateral AV malformation, which involved both eyes equally [9]. Up to our knowledge, only nine cases of bilateral retinal hemangioma have been reported [3,4,7]. Usually, the mean age at presentation for females is 16 years and for males is 23 years. The symptoms among many of them start before this age, but our case presented at 41 years. All of the reported cases have symmetrical stages of involvement in both eyes like our case, but there is reported case with asymmetrical involvement of both eyes [10].

Soliman et al explained the mechanism of macular edema in their study; they proposed that capillaries nearby the AVM might leak. The high arterial pressure transmits directly through the AV shunt to the connecting vein leading to an abnormal elevated venous pressure, which directly transfers to the healthy venous capillaries adjacent to the anastomosis ends with damaging and leakage [5,7]. We carried out systemic work up to exclude other causes of macular edema.

Therefore, a decrease in vision can happen through many mechanisms, including macular edema and vitreous hemorrhage. Typically bleeding in retinal AVM does not occur [5]. The bleeding can be secondary to complications: as the tortuosity can cause vascular occlusions, ischemia, ending with neovascularization, vitreous hemorrhage, and finally, neovascular glaucoma can happen [5,11]. Our patient did not have any CNS symptoms; systemic involvement usually starts in early life [6].

Conclusion

Bilateral Wyburn-Mason syndrome can present outside the range of average presenting age. The presence of macular edema needs meticulous workup to exclude any concomitant illnesses.
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